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Abstract
In this paper, we aim to address the cross-layer interference in the heterogenous cellular network (HetNet). In order to
exploit the overlapping characteristics of the HetNet coverage and achieve a good trade-off between the interference
coordination gain and the cost, an area-classified interference coordination strategy is first proposed. The basic idea is
that coverage of the HetNet is classified into four different areas such that area-specific interference coordination can
be used to increase the cross-layer cooperation efficiency. A new steepest slopemethod based on relative cooperation
gain is proposed to realize efficient area classification. Then, a coordinated beamforming scheme based on area-
specific limited feedback is proposed to examine the effectiveness of this new strategy. It is shown that the proposed
scheme could increase the success rate of user pairing and thus improve the throughput performance, with reduced
feedback overhead in contrast to existing schemes. Its effectiveness is finally verified via numerical simulations.
Keywords: Heterogenous cellular network (HetNet); Cross-layer interference; Coordinated beamforming;
Limited feedback
1 Introduction
Driven by the development of new wireless user equip-
ments (UEs) and the proliferation of bandwidth-intensive
applications, traffic load in cellular networks will increase
in an explosive manner. The use of conventional cellular
network framework is difficult to meet the new demands.
To solve this issue, recently, a new framework called het-
erogeneous network (HetNet) has emerged as a flexible
and cost-effective solution [1-4]. It is realized by overlay-
ing lower-power access points such as relay node, picocell
base station (BS), femtocell BS, and remote radio head
(RRH) in the coverage of macrocell [5-7]. It is shown in
[8] that the integration of the cross-layered macrocells
and femtocells promises to significantly improve the area
spectral efficiency of cellular network. Recently, the distri-
bution of the achievable signal-to-interference-noise ratio
(SINR) of the HetNet is derived in [9], and the achiev-
able throughput of the HetNet is also analyzed in [10],
both revealing that the HetNet has a potential of greatly
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improving the system performance in contrast to the
conventional homogeneous cellular network.
In order to fully exploit the benefit of the lower-power
nodes in the HetNet, a method of cell range expansion
is developed. It is realized by adding a positive bias value
to the lower-power node in the cell selection process; by
this, it means that more users can associate to the lower-
power node cell even if the lower-power node is not of
the strongest signal. This method is useful for the load
balancing and the exploitation of spatial reuse, and it also
helps to mitigate the uplink (UL) inter-cell interference by
reducing the UL transmit power [11-14]. However, in the
downlink phase, the UEs in the range expansion area will
suffer severe cross-layer interference from the macrocell
base station (MBS). Therefore, it is important to develop
new interference coordination technology for the HetNet.
In the 3GPP long-term evolution (LTE) R10 standard
specification, a specific subframe called almost blank sub-
frame (ABS) is adopted to partially address this problem.
Since the MBS is kept silent within ABSs, the users in
the lower-power node cell can be allocated without suffer-
ing strong macrocell interference within ABSs. However,
the effective use of ABSs requires the lower-power nodes
to have perfect knowledge of the ABS patterns such that
they can make a proper user scheduling [11-14]. Besides
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this approach, interference control (IC) based on lim-
ited feedback of channel information, such as the best
companion cluster (BCC) technology [15,16], recently has
also been intensively studied and applied in the HetNet
[17-20]. In [17], an adaptive strategy is proposed which
uses joint beamforming to address the inter-cell interfer-
ence between scheduled users only when the interference
is significant. In [18], a prioritized selection (PS)-based
IC scheme is developed. Furthermore, the performance of
low-complexity random beamforming transmission with
user scheduling in the same scenarios is analyzed in
[19]. Later, a joint selection (JS)-based IC is presented to
achieve more balanced performances between the macro-
cell users and the RRH cell users [20], which is efficient
especially when the number of users is sufficiently large.
However, it should be noted that this scheme requires that
each user feeds back the preferred matrix index (PMI)
and the best companion cluster index in a predetermined
codebook, causing increased feedback overhead and lim-
iting the freedom degree for user pairing. More recently,
an efficient IC scheme based on heterogenous limited
feedback is proposed, which fully exploits the inherent
heterogeneous structure of user density and large-scale
channel effects [21]. Furthermore, a distributed schedul-
ing policy based on the cumulative distribution function
of the channel quality indicator is designed and analyzed
for the HetNet [22]. Also, new interference alignment
approaches are proposed to solve the inter-cell interfer-
ence of the HetNet [23,24]. In addition, radio resource
allocation is also an important issue for the HetNet, which
has attracted much attention. In [25], the authors propose
a radio resource allocation framework for the HetNet and
derive a resource allocation strategy that is asymptotically
optimal on the proportional fairness metric.
In contrast to the homogeneous network, the ratios of
the interference level to the desired signal strength for the
users randomly distributed in a HetNet vary in a much
broader range. This is due to the fact that the lower-
power nodes are overlaid in the macrocell. As a result,
direct application of conventional interference coordina-
tion approaches in a HetNet usually has low efficiency. In
this paper, different from previous works which focus on
specific interference coordination scheme design based
on a fixed or simple cooperative region, we study a new
interference coordination strategy by exploiting an adap-
tive cooperation region. We propose to first classify the
coverage of HetNet into a couple of areas based on coor-
dination efficiency. Users located in different areas have
different coordination requests and feedback different
channel information so as to improve the coordination
efficiency. A new method is then proposed to realize an
efficient area classification, and as a particular applica-
tion, an area-classified spatial interference coordination
scheme based on limited feedback is further developed,
which has a much increased success rate of user pairing
and thus improves the throughput performance. Simula-
tion results finally show that the proposed scheme out-
performs the conventional schemes even with reduced
feedback overhead.
2 Systemmodel
Consider a HetNet consisting of one MBS and several
overlaid lower-power nodes (henceforth, we use RRHs as
example). Assume that the MBS is equipped with Nmt
antennas; each RRH BS is equipped withNrt antennas and
each user is equipped with a single antenna, as shown in
Figure 1. In general, each BS serves its own users in an
orthogonal way via orthogonal frequency-division mul-
tiple access (OFDMA) or time division multiple access
(TDMA). Assume that the RRH BSs are well deployed
such that their coverage has no obvious overlapping,
therefore the interference between the RRH cells can be
ignored. However, there exists severe cross-layer inter-
ference between the macrocell and the RRH cells due to
coverage overlapping. To address this issue, the MBS and
the RRH BS are designed to perform coordinated trans-
mission on the same time-frequency resource such as a
single subcarrier or a couple of neighboring subcarriers
in the OFDMA system, where the MBS and the RRH BS
each serves a single user and design their transmit beam-
forming vectors cooperatively. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the macrocell user i and RRH cell user i
in the HetNet are simultaneously active on the same time-
frequency resource, with their received signal ymi and yri









(hri,r)H wri xri +√Pmαmi,r (hmi,r)H wmi xmi +nri (2)
where Pm and Pr denote respectively the transmit power
of the MBS and the RRH BS, αri,m and αmi,r denote respec-
tively the large-scale fading coefficients from the RRH
BS to macrocell user i and from the MBS to RRH cell
user i, hri,m and hmi,r denote respectively the small-scale flat
Rayleigh fading channels from the RRH BS to macrocell
user i and from the MBS to RRH cell user i, wmi and wri
denote respectively the beamforming vectors employed by
the MBS and the RRH BS, xmi and xri denote respectively
the information symbols intended for macrocell user i and
RRH cell user i, and nmi and nri denote respectively the
additive Gaussian white noise at the macrocell user and
the RRH cell user, both with zero mean and variance σ 2.
The main concern for the above system is to mitigate
the severe cross-layer interference between the macrocell
and the RRH cell. An efficient way to address this issue
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Figure 1 Illustration of the heterogenous network.
is by cooperatively designing the beamforming vectors
{wri ,wmi } and allocating the transmit powers [26-28]. This
requires the exchange of channel state information (CSI)
of the users between the MBS and the RRH BS. In fre-
quency division duplex (FDD) systems, the CSI should be
fed back from the users using the methods such as [29,30]
and then shared between the BSs, causing a large over-
head. Though this problem has been intensively studied
for the homogeneous network in the literature, the wide
range of the SINR distribution resulting from heteroge-
nous deployment has not been well exploited to reach
a good trade-off between the coordination gain and the
overhead.
3 Area-classified interference coordination
Due to the fact that RRH cells are overlaid in the macro-
cell, in general, all the RRH cell users suffer interference
from the MBS. However, the users in different areas
usually have significantly distinct orders of signal-to-
interference ratios (SIRs). Therefore, it is not efficient to
employ a uniform interference coordination over all areas.
In particular, performing interference coordination on the
users with high SIRs usually brings marginal gain but
requires additional cost such as the feedback of interfer-
ence channels. The same issue exists in the macrocell.
To improve the coordination efficiency, we propose to
classify both the macrocell coverage and RRH cell cov-
erage into two types of areas, i.e., the cooperative area
and non-cooperative area. The interference coordination
is only used for the users located in the cooperative area.
To mathematically illustrate this idea, let Am and Ar
denote the cooperative areas of the macrocell and the
RRH cell, respectively. Let RmIC and RrIC denote respectively
the rates of the macrocell user and the RRH cell user in
the cooperative area achieved using interference coordi-
nation such as the zero-forcing beamforming, and RmWIC
and RrWIC denote the rates achieved without using inter-
ference coordination, where the MBS and the RRH BS
design their transmit beamforming vectors independently
based on local CSI. Then, the relative cooperation gains










Note that the cooperation gain comes at the cost of
additional overhead, including the increased CSI feedback
and inter-cell communication burden. In order to improve
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the coordination efficiency, the area classification is deter-




(Gmc ) ≥ gmth, EAr (Grc) ≥ grth (5)
where fs(·) denotes the size of the cooperative area, EA(·)
denotes the expectation operator over the cooperative
area, and gmth and grth denote the minimum GCR require-
ments of the macro and RRH cooperative areas, respec-
tively.
It is difficult to directly solve the above optimization
problem due to the fact that the closed-form expres-
sion of the average relative cooperation gain is hard to
achieve. Alternatively, we propose to classify the cell cov-
erage according to the reference signal receiving power
(RSRP), where the RSRP is defined as the received power
at the user terminal measured from the cell-specific ref-
erence signal within the considered frequency bandwidth.
By this means, the cooperative area can be represented by
a couple of parameters and has fewer drawbacks to deter-
mine. Before introducing the detailed method, we first
provide some numerical results to illustrate some useful
observations.
Figure 2 illustrates the values of the macrocell RSRP and
the RRH cell RSRP of a user varying its position within the
distances 30 ∼ 190 m to the macro BS, where the distance
between the macro BS and the RRH is 200 m.
It is seen that the difference between the macrocell
RSRP and the RRH cell RSRP is less than 5 dB only when
the user has a distance of 160 ∼ 180 m to the macro
BS, where the cross-layer interference is severe and the
coordinated beamforming is necessary. In other cases, a
cooperation between the macro and RRH BSs may not
promise a large gain.
Figure 3 shows the variation of the relative cooperation
gain of a user who moves from the macrocell center to
the RRH cell center as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen
that the relative cooperative gain monotonically decreases
when the user moves from the macro (RRH) cell edge to
the center, with a reduced decreasing rate. This implies
that the cell central area has a much smaller coordination
efficiency.
3.1 Area classification strategy
Motivated by the above observations, we propose the
following area classification scheme to achieve a good
coordination efficiency. The location of each user i is clas-
sified into one of four classes according to the relationship
between its macrocell RSRP denoted as RSRPmi and its
RRH cell RSRP denoted as RSRPri , as shown in Figure 5,
where β denotes the range expansion bias to increase the
offload capacity of the RRH cell [12,13], θ is defined as
the RRH cell user coordination bias with θ ≤ β , and α
is defined as the macrocell user coordination bias with
α > β . Correspondingly, four area classes are formulated
as follows and illustrated in Figure 6.
• RRH non-central area. This area is the edge region of
the RRH cell. A user i belongs to the RRH non-central
area if its RSRPs satisfy the following condition:
RSRPri + θ ≤ RSRPmi < RSRPri + β (6)
In Figure 6, it is illustrated as the light red grid area
tagged with number 1©. A user located in this area
usually requires a cooperation between the RRH and
the macro BS to suppress the cross-layer
interference. It is easily seen that the estimated
minimum value of θ can be calculated according to
the large-scale fading of the channels, given by
θmin = PmdB − (128.1 + 37.6 × log10(Rm))
− (PrdB − (140.7 + 36.7 × log10(Drmin)))
(7)
where Drmin denotes the minimum distance between
the RRH cell user and the RRH BS in km, Rm denotes
the macrocell service radius in km, PrdB and PmdB
denote the transmit power of the RRH node and the
macro BS in dB, respectively.
• RRH central area. This area is the interior region of
the RRH cell. A user i belongs to the RRH central
area if its RSRPs satisfy the following condition:
RSRPmi < RSRPri + θ (8)
In Figure 6, it is illustrated as the pastel striped areas
tagged with number 2©. A user located in the RRH
central area usually does not require a cooperation
between the macro BS and the RRH due to the fact
that the strength of the interference is much less than
that of the effective signal.
• Macro non-central area. This area is the edge region
of the macrocell with the RRH cell. A user i belongs
to the macrocell non-central area if its RSRPs satisfy
the following condition:
RSRPri + β ≤ RSRPmi < RSRPri + α (9)
In Figure 6, it is illustrated as the orange grid areas
tagged with number 3©. A user located in this area
usually also requires a cooperation between the RRH
and the macro BS to suppress the cross-layer
interference. Similarly, the estimated maximum value
of α can be calculated according to the large-scale
fading of the channels, i.e.,
αmax=PmdB−(128.1+37.6 × log10(Dmmin))
−(PrdB − (140.7 + 36.7 × log10(Dm_r + Rm)))
(10)
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Figure 2 Comparison of macrocell and RRH cell RSRPs.MBS Tx power = 46 dBm and RRH Tx power = 30 dBm.


































In the macro cell
In the RRH cell
Figure 3 Variation of relative cooperation gain for a user whomoves according to the trajectory shown in Figure 4. Nmt = Nrt = 4.
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Figure 4 The trajectory of a user moving from the macrocell center to the RRH cell center.
where Dmmin denotes the minimum distance between
the macrocell user and the macro BS in kilometers,
and Dm_r denotes the distance between the RRH and
the macro BS in kilometers.
• Macro central area. This area is the interior region of
the macrocell. A user i belongs to macrocell central
area if its RSRPs satisfy the following condition:
RSRPri + α ≤ RSRPmi (11)
In Figure 6, it is illustrated as the shaded areas tagged
with number 4©. Similar to the RRH central area, a
user located in this area usually does not require a
cooperation between the macro BS and the RRH.
It is worth mentioning that from Theorem 1 in the liter-
ature [13], we know that the above-mentioned first three
areas are in the shape of an ellipse. Based on the area
classification, the user can request different levels of coor-
dination according to its location in different areas, by
feeding back different amounts of channel information.
By this means, a better trade-off between the coordina-
tion gain and the feedback overhead than the conventional
approach can be achieved.
3.2 Classification criterion
One can see that the parameters {β , θ ,α} need to deter-
mine in carrying out the above area-specific user classi-
fication. Note that the RPB parameter β can be given by
the range expansion mechanism, so it is essential to deter-
mine the remaining parameters, θ and α. We propose to
determine these two parameters based on the measure of
relative cooperation gain. To proceed, assume that a RRH
cell user i belongs to the RRH non-central area given by
1© = {i : RSRPri + θ ≤ RSRPmi < RSRPri + β} . (12)
Figure 5 Illustration of RSRP division for area classification.
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Figure 6 The area classification of the heterogenous network based on the RSRP criterion.
If no coordinated beamforming is used, the rate achieved





















where wri is the beamforming vector of the RRH for the
RRH cell user i. While if a coordinated beamforming strat-
egy between the macro BS and the RRH is employed, the











where wmi,r is the beamforming vector of the macro BS
which is cooperatively designed such that the caused
interference ‖ (hmi,r)H wmi,r‖2 is minimized. Compared with
RθWIC, it achieves a certain gain due to the fact that
the cross-layer cross-layer interference is suppressed. To
evaluate the gain, we define the average relative gain for
the RRH non-central area as follows:






It is easy to verify that a smaller θ gives a lower coopera-
tion gain due to the fact that the ratio of the interference
strength to the effective signal strength decreases with θ
decreasing.While on the other hand, a smaller θ produces
an enlarged RRH non-central area, resulting in increased
cooperation overhead.
To achieve a good trade-off between the cooperation
gain and the overhead, we propose to determine the area
classification parameter θ using the following criteria:
θ∗ = max
θ
{θ : GR(θ) ≤ ξ} (16)
where ξ is a threshold representing the desired relative
cooperation gain for the RRH user. Note that the choice
of θ obtains the boundary between the cooperative RRH
non-central area and the non-cooperative RRH central
area. The above criterion suggests that the boundary is
determined by minimizing the size of the RRH cooper-
ative area (maximizing θ ) subject to a given maximum
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performance loss caused by the non-cooperation of the
RRH central area.












where ζ is a threshold representing the desired relative
cooperation gain for the macro user, the set 3© denotes the
macro non-central area given by
3© = {i : RSRPri + β ≤ RSRPmi < RSRPri + α} , (18)
RαIC denotes the rate of the macrocell user i belonging to











where wmi is the beamforming vector for the macrocell
user i, and wri,m is the beamforming vector of the RRH
which is cooperatively designed such that the interfer-
ence to the macrocell user is minimized. RαWIC denotes the






















We note that based on the above criteria (16) and (17),
it is still difficult to obtain closed-form solutions of the
area classification parameters θ and α. However, pro-
vided the detailed coordinated beamforming optimiza-
tion approach, the optimal values of θ and α can be
achieved via one-dimensional numerical search. In partic-
ular, as a practically useful approach, θ and α can both
be determined using a deepest slope method. As shown
in Section 5.1, GR(θ) and GM(α) are non-decreasing
and non-increasing functions, respectively, with the slope
varying in different intervals. Thus, it is reasonable to
choose θ and α to be the ending points of the sharpest
slope interval, such that the coordinated transmission
strategy is employed only if it brings significant gain.
4 Area-classified coordinated beamforming
based on limited feedback
In order to examine the performance of the proposed
area-classified inter-cell interference coordination strat-
egy above, as a typical application, in this section, we
develop a coordinated beamforming scheme using area-
specific limited feedback. It is known in [15,16] that if
coordinated transmission strategy is performed based on
a codebook, each user needs to feed back not only the
index of the preferred precoding matrix or beamform-
ing vector (PMI) and the channel quality indicator (CQI)
usually defined as the SINR, but also the index of the com-
pany precoding matrix or beamforming vector to be used
by the cooperative BS which causes the least interference.
With these information, the MBS and the RRH can coop-
eratively select a pair of users (also called user pairing,
each serves one user) to perform coordinated beamform-
ing which imposes minimized interference to each other.
To further improve the performance, a cluster-structured
codebook is developed by clustering together the code-
words with high correlation [31,32]. Based on that, the
user feeds back the index of the company cluster instead
of the company precoding matrix or beamforming vector.
This can significantly improve the success rate of user
pairing.
Following the idea of area classification, next we con-
sider a cluster-structured codebook-based coordinated
beamforming and design an area-specific limited feed-
back. To proceed, the MBS codebook Bm and the RRH
node codebook Br are defined as follows:
Bm = {Bm1 , . . . ,BmM} (21)
and
Br = {Br1, . . . ,BrN} (22)
where Bmi and Bri denote the ith codeword cluster con-
sisting of a set of correlated codewords, in the MBS
and the RRH codebooks, respectively. Denote the num-
ber of codewords in the cluster Bmi and Bri as Imi and Iri ,
respectively. Then, the total numbers of codewords in the
codebook Bm and Br are Im =
M∑
i=1




respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that











th codewords in the MBS codebook, and code-













codewords in the RRH codebook.
4.1 Area-specific feedback scheme
Now we focus on the limited feedback design. In our pro-
posed method, each user first determines its belonging
area according to the RSRPs and then calculates feed-
back information correspondingly. If the user judges that
it belongs to the central area, i.e., the macro central area or
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the RRH central area, it feeds back the area tag, the PMI
and the SINR. Otherwise, if it belongs to the non-central
area, i.e., the macro non-central area and the RRH non-
central area, it feeds back the company cluster index along
with the area tag, the PMI and the SINR. The details are
given as follows:
• The RRH central area user determines the preferred
codeword and computes the SINR as
PMIri = maxj=1,...,Ir






σ 2 + 2Nmt Pmαmi,r
. (24)
Note that, here, the cross-layer interference is only
estimated based on the large-scale fading.
• The RRH non-central area user determines the
preferred codeword, the company cluster, and
computes the SINR as
PMIri = maxj=1,...,Ir






σ 2 + Pmαmi,r
∥∥∥(hmi,r)H wmj ∥∥∥2
(26)
where BmPri denotes the company cluster which is
determined as the least interference codeword
cluster. To be specific, we select the codeword with
the minimum interference on the non-central area
RRH user as follows:
Cri = minj=1,...,Im
∥∥∥(hmi,r)H wmj ∥∥∥ , (27)
It also means that this minimum interference
codeword should belong to BmPri .• The macro central area user determines the preferred
codeword index PMImi and computes SINRmi using
the method similar to that of the RRH central area
user.
• The macro non-central area user determines the
preferred codeword index PMImi , the company
cluster index Pmi , and the SINR using the method
similar to that of the RRH non-central area user.
4.2 Area-classified interference coordination scheme
Based on the above limited feedback method, we develop
an area-classified coordinated beamforming scheme sum-
marized as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Area-classified coordinated beamforming
algorithm
1: Area classification:Determine the area classification
parameters α, θ , and β according to the proposed
method in Section 3.2, i.e., based on criteria (16) and
(17).
2: Area-specific user feedback: Each user carries out
area-specific channel information feedback based on
given MBS and RRH codebooks. Then, the MBS and
the RRH exchange their served users’ feedback infor-
mation through the backhaul.
3: User paring: The MBS and the RRH cooperatively
perform user pairing; a macrocell user and a RRH
cell user are paired together if they satisfy one of the
following conditions:
I. They are both central area users.
II. They are both non-central area users, and each
user’s preferred codeword is included in the
company cluster reported by the other user.
III. One is a central area user; the other is a
non-central area user. The preferred codeword of
the central user is included in the company
cluster of the non-central user.
4: User scheduling: Select the best user pair using















where K denotes the set of all the user pairs; I(k)
and II(k) denote indices of the RRH cell user and
the macrocell user in the kth user pair, respectively;
SINRrI(k)(t) and SINRmII(k)(t) denote the SINRs fed
back from the users at time slot t; R¯rI(k)(t) and R¯mII(k)(t)
denote respectively the average rates achieved by
the RRH cell user and the macrocell user of the

















using tc > 1 as the smoothing factor.
5: Coordinated beamforming: The MBS and the RRH
simultaneously transmit signal to the scheduled user
pair, each with the precoding matrix or beamforming
vector recommended by its user.
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Remark 1. Compared with the conventional codebook-
based coordinated beamforming algorithms such as
[18,20], the proposed algorithm significantly increases the
success rate of user pairinga and thus improves the rate
performance. On the other hand, the feedback burden
is also reduced by the proposed area-specific feedback
method. Note that in the proposed algorithm, central
users with non-coordinated transmissionmay suffer a cer-
tain performance loss, but such a loss is controlled to
be below the given threshold via the area classification.
Therefore, the throughput improvement benefiting from
increased user pairing rate usually dominates the overall
performance, as verified by the numerical results provided
in the following section.
5 Numerical results
In this section, the performance of the proposed area-
classified coordinated beamforming scheme is investi-
gated by numerical results. Consider a HetNet consisting
of one macro BS and one RRH node, with multiple users
uniformly distributed in its coverage. The macro BS and
the RRH node are both equipped with M = 4 antennas,
and all the users are with a single antenna. For simplicity,
in our simulations, we evaluate the coordinated beam-
forming on a single carrier of the OFDM system with
10-MHz bandwidth. The channels are generated based on
the 3GPP spatial channel model [33]. We assume uniform
noise figure in all users, and it is set to be 9 dB. More
detailed simulation parameters and assumptions are listed
in Table 1. The throughput of each cell is calculated as the
sum rate of all its served users averaged on the number of
time slots used.
For comparison, two relevant coordinated beamform-
ing schemes, i.e., the prioritized selection (PS)-based IC
scheme (PS-IC) in [18] and the joint selection-based inter-
ference coordination scheme (JS-IC) in [20] are simulated,
too. In addition, the performance of the conventional
zero-forcing (ZF) coordinated beamforming scheme and
the TDMA interference coordination with maximum
ratio transmitter (MRT) are simulated, too, both based on
limited feedback CSI. Note that for the fairness, the com-
paring schemes and the proposed scheme all employ the
same codebook, i.e., the cluster-structured discrete fourier
transformation (DFT) codebook which is generated
in [20].
5.1 Relative cooperation gain performance
It is useful to first investigate the behavior of the newly
defined relative cooperation gain, as it is quite relevant
to the area classification criterion. In the simulations,
we employ codebook-based coordinated beamforming.
Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the average relative coopera-
tion gain varying with the values of θ and α under different
Table 1 Simulation parameters
Parameters Setting
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Number of subcarriers 2,048
Thermal noise density −174 dBm/Hz
Number of macro BSs 1
Mobile users within macro range 6 ∼ 30
Number of RRH BSs 1
Mobile users within RRH range 6 ∼ 30
MBS transmit power 46 dBm
MUE distribution radius 289 m
RRH node transmit power 30 dBm
Codebook size 32, 64
Codebook cluster size 4, 8
Macro path loss model 128.1+37.6 log10(R) dB (R in km)
RRH path loss model 140.7+36.7 log10(R) dB (R in km)
Distance MBS-RRH node 200 m
Minimum distance MBS-macro user 35 m
Minimum distance RRH node-RRH user 10 m
Scheduler Proportional fairness
scenarios. The sizes of the codebooks for Figures 7A and
8A and Figures 7B and 8B are 32 and 64, respectively.
While in Figures 9 and 10, the size of the codebook is 32.
The REB β is set to 8. The other simulation parameters
and assumptions are given in Table 1.
Simulation results show that, in general, the average
relative cooperation gain decreases with the value of θ
decreasing or with the value of α increasing. This is due to
the fact that the decreased θ and the increased α produce
an enlarged RRH non-central area and macro non-central
area, respectively. As a result, the difference between the
RSRPs from themacro BS and the RRH node in these non-
central areas is increased, which degrades the interference
coordination efficiency. This behavior of the average rel-
ative gain suggests that expanding the cooperation area
cannot always bring significant gain.
The results also illustrate that the slope of the average
relative cooperation gain with respect to α or θ is varying
interval by interval. In particular, the sharpest slope only
appears in a small interval, meaning that only in this inter-
val did the interference coordination brought significant
gain and was the most efficient. Based on this observa-
tion, it is reasonable to determine jointly the factors (ξ , θ)
and (ζ ,α) as the points that end the sharpest slope interval
so as to achieve a good trade-off between the cooperation
gain and the cost. Such a method is called ‘the steepest
slope method’. For example, in Figure 7A, we can deter-
mine the value of the θ based on the turn point that ends
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Figure 7 The behavior of GR(θ),Nmt = Nrt = 4,Dm_r = 200 m. (A) Codebook size is 32. (B) Codebook size is 64.
the right-most slope, i.e., the relative cooperation gain is
0.375 and the value of θ is −6.
5.2 Throughput performance
The throughput performance of the proposed scheme and
the comparing schemes are illustrated in Figures 11, 12 and
13 with ξ = 0.375, θ = −6, ζ = 0.18, and α = 29, which
are determined by the steepest slope method and β = 8.
As shown in Figure 11, in terms of the total throughput
of two cells, the proposed scheme significantly outper-
forms all other schemes. In particular, compared with the
PS-IC scheme, the ZF scheme and the TDMA scheme,
a gain of over 5bit/s/Hz is observed in a wide range. It
is also shown that our scheme achieves a better multi-
user diversity, and thus, the achieved gain increases with
the number of users. Compared with the JS-IC scheme,
our scheme exhibits obvious advantage especially when
the number of users is small, but the gain shrinks with the
number of users increasing. This is due to the fact that the
degree of freedom of user pairing is limited by the number
of users for the JS-IC scheme, while the proposed area-
classified interference coordination scheme improves the



































































Figure 8 The behavior of GM(α),Nmt = Nrt = 4,Dm_r = 200 m. (A) Codebook size is 32. (B) Codebook size is 64.
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Figure 9 The behavior of GR(θ),Nmt = Nrt = 4. (A) Dm_r = 150 m. (B) Dm_r = 200 m.
success rate of user pairing. Similar results are observed in
the throughput performance of the macrocell. It is shown
in Figure 12 that the proposed scheme also achieves the
best performance in terms of macrocell throughput. It is
interesting to point out that the performance comparison
results are slightly different for the throughput of the RRH
cell. As shown in Figure 13, in this metric, the proposed
scheme is superior over the PS-IC scheme, the ZF scheme,
and the TDMA scheme, but it is slightly poorer than the
TDMA scheme. This reveals that the time division inter-
ference avoiding scheme usually benefits the small cell of
the HetNet, but its overall achievable throughput of the
HetNet is not optimal.
Figure 14 illustrates the macrocell throughput of the
proposed scheme and the comparing schemes varying
with the number of RRH users, under configurations ξ =
0.375, θ = −6, ζ = 0.18, α = 29, and β = 8. We consider
two macrocell scenarios, i.e., the number of the macrocell
users is fixed to be 10 or 20. It can be seen that in our pro-
posed scheme, increasing the number of RRH cell users
has little impact on the rate performance of the macro-
cell, while the macrocell throughput of the JS-IC scheme


































































=150 m Dm_r=200 m
Figure 10 The behavior of GM(α),Nmt = Nrt = 4. (A) Dm_r = 150 m. (B) Dm_r = 200 m.
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Figure 11 Total throughput performance of the interference coordination schemes, Nmt = Nrt = 4.
suffers a performance loss when the number of RRH users
is not large. This is due to the fact that our proposed area-
classified interference coordination scheme improves the
success rate of user pairing.
Finally, the feedback overhead of the proposed area-
classified IC scheme is evaluated and compared with the
existing JS-IC scheme. The amount of feedback bits and
the number of the matched user pairs are calculated for
these two schemes. The simulation results are obtained
using 1, 000 Monte Carlo runs and are given in Table 2,
where the number of users in each cell is configured with
50, and independent channel realizations are generated in
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Figure 12 Throughput performance achieved by the macrocell in the interference coordination schemes, Nmt = Nrt = 4.
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Figure 13 Throughput performance achieved by the RRH cell in the interference coordination schemes, Nmt = Nrt = 4.
each run. The size of the codebook is 32. One can see
that the proposed scheme saves considerable number of
feedback bits and significantly increases the success rate
of the user paring. That is why our scheme achieves a
much better performance than the existing schemes. In
other words, the proposed scheme outperforms the JS-IC
scheme in terms of the number of successful user pairs,
i.e., the proposed scheme has more degrees of freedom of
user pairing, and has a reduced feedback overhead.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, an area-classified interference coordina-
tion strategy was first proposed for heterogeneous cellular
networks. The basic principle was to classify the cell































Proposed Alogrithm(20 macro user)
Proposed Alogrithm(10 macro user)
PS−IC for Macro First(20 macro user)
PS−IC for Macro First(10 macro user)
PS−IC for RRH First(20 macro user)
PS−IC for RRH First(10 macro user)
JS−IC(20 macro user)
JS−IC(10 macro user)
Figure 14Macrocell throughput performance of the interference coordination schemes, Nmt = Nrt = 4.
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Table 2 Feedback overhead comparison
Parameters JS-IC Proposed scheme
(0.375, 0.18)
(θ ,α) (−6, 29)
The number of feedback bits 300 225
The number of matched user pairs 39 260
coverage into different areas and further perform area-
specific interference coordination. A new steepest slope
method based on relative cooperation gain was provided
to realize efficient area classification. Following this idea,
an area-classified coordinated beamforming scheme with
limited feedback was further proposed for the HetNet.
In this scheme, the proposed area-specific limited feed-
back scheme could increase the success rate of user pair-
ing and thus improve the throughput performance, and
with reduced feedback overhead in contrast to existing
schemes. The effectiveness of the proposed method was
finally verified with simulation results.
Endnote
aIt is seen that in our scheme, two users are paired if
any one of three conditions is satisfied, while in [20], the
user pairing succeeds only if condition II is satisfied.
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